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Trust leads to 
happiness at work.
While it is helpful for employers to better understand their employees’ sources 
of stress, it is equally helpful to understand their sources of happiness. Happy 
employees tend to be better employees. They are driven to show up and do 
their best work, experience less burnout, and have more confidence in their 
overall ability to succeed. 

By fostering a trusting, caring culture that delivers on these drivers, employers can 
cultivate a happier workforce and meet the individual needs of their employees 
at scale. To do that, employers should commit to weaving transparency, inclusion, 
and investments in employee success into the fabric of their organizations — 
and ensure they are clearly broadcasting these initiatives out to employees. 

Additionally, offering a thoughtful mix of benefits and communicating their 
value effectively can help mitigate employees’ stress — in and out of work.

Source: 2019 MetLife Employee Benefits Trends Study

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Employee trust in company leadership

Employers’ commitment to employees and their success

A culture where employees are encouraged to share ideas 
and individual opinions

A workplace where coworkers feel like family or friends

Benefits customized to meet employee needs

Top 5 drivers of happiness at work:



At Peel & Holland, we know you want to be confident and 
informed to remain a leading organization in our region. 
To do that, you need to effectively control employee 
benefit costs while remaining an appealing workplace to 
attract and retain the best and brightest.

It’s hard to balance a good benefits program with 
escalating premiums, which is why the rising cost of 
employee benefits is a problem that frustrates most 
employers. Lacking the proper data to make informed 
decisions can leave business owners and HR professionals 
feeling overwhelmed and stressed with managing their 
employee benefits programs.

As a local organization that has been in our community 
for more than 95 years, we share in this frustration. 
Although we can measure against national and certain 
industry benchmarks, we realized there was nothing 
helping us understand the employee benefits climate of 
our geographic region, which this year has been expanded 
to include Central Kentucky. That is why we sought to 
remedy this, not just for the 3,000 business clients we 
serve in the region, but for all employers who wish to 
have a competitive advantage.  

The business leaders who engage with us no longer 
have to be subject to the insurance industry driving 
their employee benefits decisions. Instead, our clients 
are empowered with data, tools, resources and our 
experience to help drive their employee benefits costs 
down and effectiveness up. The impacts are huge for most 
employers, considering the cost of employee benefits 
averages 30% of an employer’s overall compensation 
package.1 

We provide the results of this survey so regional 
employers can be confident they are the trailblazers of 
our community. Working together, we can all ensure our 
region grows as an attractive destination for employees.

NEW WORK-LIFE REALITY
The COVID-19 pandemic has reshaped the 
world as we know it — transforming the 
fabric of both work and life and dramatically 
impacting employee well-being. Although 
we conducted this survey right before the 
pandemic emerged, one thing remains 
constant: employers who understand their 
employees’ experiences and needs — and 
take action to help their employees manage 
the challenges they face inside and outside of 
work — will have a more engaged, productive 
and successful workforce.
Thank you for taking the time to complete the 
survey. Our hope is these results will allow you 
to make positive changes in your organization. 
We look forward to partnering with you to 
make Western and Central Kentucky a great 
place to live and work.

WHY
BENCHMARK?

- The Peel & Holland Team
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1 Bureau of Labor Statistics, March 2020
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Companies need to offer benefits that 
meet the needs of today’s diverse, 
multigenerational workforce and bring 
real value to their lives. Presenting 
a broader array of options that 
address employees’ needs during 
all stages of life is becoming critical. 
Progressive employers are beginning 
to understand this and have begun 
to offer a spectrum of options across 
traditional healthcare, but also 
financial and lifestyle categories. These 
are the employers that will be most 
competitive moving forward. 1

BENEFITS PACKAGE 
PERSONALIZATION IS CRITICAL

NATIONAL TRENDS
TOP TRENDS TRANSFORMING EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

1 SHRM: Perk Up: 6 Benefit Trends to Watch in 2020
2 2020 MetLife Employee Benefit Trends Study
3 SHRM: During the Pandemic, Telehealth Steps Up, April 2020

More employers are shouldering the 
share of employee premium increases, 
partly to relieve the pressure on their 
people, but also as a recruitment 
necessity, despite the bottom-line 
impact. Employers conclude that 
high-deductible health plans aren’t 
sufficiently meeting the needs of their 
people, and they will rethink, reduce 
and even eliminate deductibles. 
Fewer large employers are offering 
high-deductible health plans as the 
only option for employees, which is a 
dramatic change from what we were 
seeing just two-to-three years ago. 1

SHIFTING COSTS TO EMPLOYEES 
HAS REACHED ITS LIMIT

TAKEAWAY
Take a fresh look at the benefits package 
in its entirety, and if you are funding 
things that are no longer necessary or 
valued, divert that investment into some 
of the newer, more valued benefits.

TAKEAWAY
To help employees predict healthcare 
costs and give additional choices, 
employers can deliver new plan designs, 
more transparent pricing tools, the 
reintroduction of co-pays, and more 
specialty care options.

SHRM’s 2019 Employee Benefits survey, 
which polled 2,763 HR specialists, 
found that 8% of respondents worked 
at organizations that offer tuition-
repayment benefits, up from 4% in 
2018. Employers are creating benefits 
packages that not only help employees 
pay student debt off sooner, but also 
help them manage their expenses and 
forecast their financial needs. Some 
employers are making 401(k) matching 
contributions tied to employees’ 
student-loan payments, which helps 
employees start saving for retirement 
while paying off student loans. 1 

EMPLOYERS ARE HELPING 
WORKERS PAY OFF STUDENT DEBT

TAKEAWAY
Approaches as simple as facilitating 
payments through payroll deferral or 
providing onsite financial advice to help 
guide employees to the best approach 
for their loan repayment and financing 
can help employees whittle down their 
loan burdens.
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NATIONAL & LOCAL TRENDS

Employers will offer more benefits 
and initiatives to support employees 
at all stages of their mental-health 
and well-being journey. They will 
increasingly adopt other tactics as well, 
including bringing counselors onsite 
and reducing medication co-pays. 
More than half of large employers 
are planning to expand the range of 
telehealth benefits offered. Employers 
are also focused on improving access to 
providers that address mental-health 
and substance-abuse issues, including 
anxiety, mood disorders and trauma-
related disorders such as PTSD. 1 

MENTAL-HEALTH AND WELL-BEING 
BENEFITS EXPAND 

TAKEAWAY
Employees who are struggling with 
mental health need programs that meet 
their needs and are easy to access and 
understand. These programs can help 
ease stress, anxiety and depression that 
can fuel burnout and disengagement at 
work.

As a result of the pandemic, telehealth 
use has seen exponential growth. In 
several important ways, the telehealth 
marketplace has changed permanently. 
For instance, many people are having 
their first experiences with telehealth 
and will now understand what it is 
and how it works. Telehealth shows 
great promise for improving access 
to healthcare and managing costs. 
However, these benefits are not 
automatic. Employers should be 
prepared to do some digging to see 
how well telehealth programs are 
working. 3

DURING THE PANDEMIC, 
TELEHEALTH STEPS UP

TAKEAWAY
Remind employees what telehealth 
covers, what to expect from it, and 
encourage them to use it effectively. 
Employers should also gather statistics 
and feedback on telehealth utilization, 
performance, and cost/time savings.

TRENDS FROM THE PANDEMIC

There was a trend toward flexible 
work arrangements long before the 
coronavirus pandemic began. Now, 
flexibility has shifted from being a 
highly sought after perk to a crucial 
necessity to maintain operations 
and accommodate workers. Over 80 
percent of employees believe their 
employers have a responsibility to 
address their health and well-being. 
Employers can leverage the right mix 
of benefits, perks and programs to 
better support employees and in turn 
boost engagement, job satisfaction and 
retention. 2

FLEXIBLE WORK ENVIRONMENTS 
BECOME A NECESSITY

TAKEAWAY
Assigning reasonable workloads, offering 
flexible work hours or arrangements 
and providing sufficient time to address 
personal needs can mitigate stress, 
burnout and depression. These practices 
are also top drivers of productivity, 
engagement and loyalty. 



Consumerism and transparency in healthcare have been trending themes for the past few 
years and have taken on added significance in 2020. This year will likely be the year of the 
consumer or, at a minimum, the year of greater consumer influence. While our political 
leaders have pushed for greater price transparency for prescription drugs and for hospital 
costs, these changes are actually being pushed by, or at least inspired by, consumers.
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TOP 3 LOCAL TRENDS

ONSITE / NEARSITE CLINICS 
• Offering convenient access to healthcare 

services reduces lost productivity that results 
from an employee taking 3-4 hours to leave the 
worksite, travel, wait for and see healthcare 
providers and to obtain drugs and services. 1

• Investing in employee well-being with workplace 
‘health and wellness’ benefits can help attract 
and retain employees. Onsite clinics are often 
viewed as the most popular benefit by workers. 1

DIRECT PRICING ARRANGEMENTS WITH LOCAL HOSPITALS
• Some employers say that expecting employees to comparison 

shop isn’t working. Instead, self-insured employers should 
contract directly with local healthcare providers to lock in 
reasonable pricing for health services. 2

• Research shows few employees are selecting more cost-
effective care, even among employers that dropped traditional 
health plans and offered only plans with high deductibles. 2

• Many employees don’t understand how healthcare works, 
which is why it’s up to employers, as the largest healthcare 
purchasers, to make it easier for people to make those right 
decisions. 2

1 NAWHC.org: What is an Onsite Clinic?
2 SHRM.org: Direct Contracting with Health Providers Can Lower Costs
3 Employee Benefits News: International Drugs Cut Prescription Expenses for Self-Insured Employers

Rx SOURCING OUTSIDE THE U.S. 
• Rising pharmaceutical prices have 

exasperated benefits managers 
nationwide. Some are now looking 
to international sources to supply 
medicines for less than half the price 
charged in the United States. 3

• Some self-insured employers are 
partnering with consultants that offer 
a turnkey program for delivery of 
prescription medications. 3

• To help employees adopt this 
change in the way they receive 
their prescriptions, employers are 
offering these internationally-sourced 
medications for free. 3
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When asked which healthcare strategies were the highest priority for the upcoming year, 
local employers overwhelmingly said for the third year in a row that they wanted to gain 
control of their benefits costs. In past surveys, increasing employee education of benefits 
programs ranked second; however, this year employers increasingly want to improve 
employee engagement.

TOP PRIORITIES FOR 2020
BENCHMARKING SURVEY
2 0 1 7

W E S T E R N  K E N T U C K Y  E M P L O Y E E  B E N E F I T S

NATIONAL & LOCAL TRENDS

1. Gain control of benefits costs

2. Increase EE education of benefits programs and healthcare savings

3. Increase overall employee engagement

4. Focus on compliance around ACA, ERISA, DOL, etc.

5. Utilize systems and technology to automate as much as possible

1. Gain control of benefits costs

2. Increase EE education of benefits programs and healthcare savings

3. Increase overall employee engagement

4. Focus on compliance around ACA, ERISA, DOL, etc.

5. Utilize systems and technology to automate as much as possible

1. Gain control of benefits costs

2. Increase EE education of benefits programs and healthcare savings

3. Increase overall employee engagement

4. Focus on compliance around ACA, ERISA, DOL, etc.

5. Utilize systems and technology to automate as much as possible

5. Utilize systems and technology to automate as much as possible

6. Adopt/expand wellness plan or disease management 

5. Utilize systems and technology to automate as much as possible

6. Adopt/expand wellness plan or disease management 

1. Gain control of benefits costs

2. Increase EE education of benefits programs and healthcare savings

3. Increase overall employee engagement

4. Focus on compliance around ACA, ERISA, DOL, etc.

5. Utilize systems and technology to automate as much as possible

76%
Want to gain 
control of 
benefits costs

48%
Want to utilize 
systems & 
technology

62%
Want to increase 
overall employee 
engagement

38%
Want to adopt 
or expand their 
wellness program

32%
Want to focus 
more time on 
ACA/ERISA/DOL 
compliance

54%
Want to increase 
employee 
education of 
benefits programs
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BEAVER DAM
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Locations
of all survey respondents

53%

80%

45%

of the respondents from 2018 took the 
survey again this year.

of employers who took the survey have 
more than 50 employees.

of respondents took the survey for the 
first time.

33%
of respondents reported they participate 
in other benefits benchmarking surveys.

These employers are both clients and non-clients of 
Peel & Holland. The survey was sent to 200+ employers, 
which resulted in 51 total responses from across the state, 
primarily in Western and Central Kentucky. Peel & Holland 
employees designed and analyzed the survey data. Peel & 
Holland conducted the survey between February 10, 2020, 
and April 3, 2020. Where questions arose about the data, 
a follow-up e-mail or phone call was conducted with the 
survey respondent to validate the data. 

Peel & Holland’s 2020 Employee Benefits 
Benchmarking Survey reports findings from an 
electronic survey of public and private employers 
with 25 or more employees.

CORPORATE
DEMOGRAPHICS
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Primary Industry Count

Manufacturing 18% 9

Public Sector 16% 8

Financial 16% 8

Transportation 14% 7

Health Care 8% 4

Education 8% 4

Other 6% 3

Technology 6% 3

Professional Service 4% 2

Distribution 2% 1

Energy/Utilities 2% 1

Hospitality 2% 1

Total 1

0%
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10%

15%

20%

25%

What is your primary industry?

BENCHMARKING SURVEY
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CORPORATE DEMOGRAPHICS

How many locations 
do you have?

Number 

of 

Locations Totals

1 24% 76.5% 12

2 10% 90.2% 5

3 8% 92.2% 4

4 6% 94.1% 3

5 12% 88.2% 6

6-10 29% 70.6% 15

11+ 12% 88.2% 6

1

     
    

    
    

    
    

  6
-1

0 
| 2

9%
    

    
    

    
     

11+ | 12%                        1 | 23%                      

          5 | 12%       4 | 6%    3
 | 8

%
   

   
2 

| 1
0%
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How well do your employees 
understand their benefit offerings?

How engaged are 
your employees in 
your overall culture?

Above average benefits locally
82% of survey respondents said their employees would 
say their company has above average benefits.

Communication could improve
Only 29% of survey respondents said their employee 
benefit communication was very effective.

Reason % of 51 Number

Not Engaged 2% 1

Somewhat Engaged 57% 29

Very Engaged 41% 21

How engaged are your employees in your overall culture

   
   

 V
er

y Engaged | 41%

                    So m e w hat Engaged | 
57

%

Not Engaged
2% 83%

of employees with above average benefits 
and effective benefit communication respond 
favorably concerning their benefits. Without 
effective communication, this number is 
reduced to 25%.  
Watson Wyatt WorkUSA Report

Single Answer

Don't Understand 2% 1 3

2% 1 4

6% 3 5

18% 9 6

37% 19 7

27% 14 8

6% 3 9

Completely Understand2% 1 10

How well do your employees understand your benefit offerings?

2% 2%

6%

18%

37%

27%

6%

2%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Don't
Understand

Completely
Understand
Completely
Understand

Don’t
Understand

Somewhat
Understand
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Yes 69% 35

No 31% 16

Do you have an HR technology solution?

31%
No

69%
Yes

Do you have an HR technology solution?

HR will continue to deploy technologies with embedded 
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning as those tools 
mature and pass more real-world tests. But experts have 
varied opinions on the pace of that growth and how AI will 
expand beyond its current uses within HR. Experts believe 
that in the next 10 years, up to 50% of organizations will have 
HR technology that provides daily recommendations and 
workforce insights based on AI and machine learning.

While AI is regularly used today in recruiting, HR service 
delivery professionals as well as learning and development 
experts anticipate a broader adoption timeline. They expect 
AI to expand into new areas of HR with utilization unfolding 
as HR cloud technologies did (which took about a decade for 
mass adoption).

Other experts believe the continuing talent shortage will 
force recruiters to grow ever more creative in using the latest 
sourcing technologies and tools to find in-demand talent. 
Data science and AI algorithms can help recruiters better 
understand which passive candidates are open to changing 
jobs or engaging with recruiters, for example.

What is the name of your HR
technology solution?

SHRM.org: What to Expect: 2020 HR Tech Trends

Companies turn to technology for further efficiency and 
productivity gains.

National Trend

ABRA HRMS
ADP
Ascentis
BambooHR
Benefitfocus
BeneSolv
Clarity
Employee Navigator
Fiscalsoft
Fusion Employer Services
Great Plains
Kronos Payroll Systems
Paycor
Paylocity
Plansource
TimeClock Plus
Workterra
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8%

12%

18%

20%

20%

22%

22%

27%

43%

45%

47%

51%

63%

71%

84%

98%

100%

100%

100%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Personal Risk Planning

ESOP

Paid Family Leave
(maternity/paternity)

Financial Education

LTC - Long Term Care

Flexible Work Environment (Remote
Work)

Chronic Disease Management

HRA - Health Reimbursement
Arrangement…

HSA - Health Savings Account

Professional Development

Tuition Reimbursement

FSA - Flex Spending Account

Cancer/Critical Illness/Accident

Wellness

Disability

Dental

Vision

Life

Health

What benefits are local companies offering?

Employee Stock 
Ownership Plan

Health

Life

Dental

Disability

Vision

Flex Spending Account (FSA)

Wellness

Cancer/Critical Illness/Accident

Professional Development

Health Savings Account (HSA)

Tuition Reimbursement

Health Reimbursement 
Arrangement (HRA)

Paid Family Leave
(Maternity/Paternity)

Chronic Disease Management

Flexible Work Environment
(Remote Work)

Long Term Care (LTC)

Financial Education

Personal Risk Planning
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HEALTH PLAN FUNDING
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION

RISK | In a fully-insured plan, the employer 
pays a per-employee premium to an 
insurance carrier each year.  If any claims 
exceed the projections created at the start 
of the year, the insurance carrier assumes 
all legal and financial risk. Small employers 
that offer heath benefits are typically fully- 
insured.

RISK | The employer acts as its own insurer. 
In the simplest form, the employer uses 
the money that it would have paid the 
insurance carrier and instead directly pays 
healthcare claims to providers. These plans 
often contract with an insurance carrier or 
other third party to administer the plan, but 
the employer bears the risk associated with 
offering health benefits.

Under a fully-insured plan, an employer 
often feels less of the effects of rising 
medical costs. Fully-insured plans 
are also convenient as claims are 
managed by the medical care provider 
and insurance carrier which allows 
employers to focus solely on their 
business.

Many larger employers choose to 
pay for the health services of their 
employees directly from their own 
funds rather than by purchasing health 
insurance for them. This is called self-
funding. Self-funding is common among 
larger firms because they can spread 
the risk of costly claims over a large 
number of workers and dependents. 
Many firms also use insurance, often 
called stop-loss coverage, to limit their 
liability for very large claims or an 
unexpected level of expenses.

Fully-Insured Self-Funded

41.2%
of employers surveyed have 
a health plan that is

Fully-Insured

Health 

Plan Totals

Fully-Insured 41.2% 58.8% 21

Self-Insured 49.0% 51.0% 25

Level-Funded 9.8% 90.2% 5

100.0%

9.8%
Partially

Self-Funded

49.0%
Self-Funded

Kaiser/HRET Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Benefits, 2019

Sixty-one percent of covered employees, 
including 17% of covered employees of small 
employers (3-199 EEs) and 80% of large 
employers (200+ EEs), are enrolled in plans that 
are either partially or completely self-funded.

National Trend
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An HMO gives employees access to certain doctors and 
hospitals within its network. A network is made up 

of providers that have agreed to lower their rates for 
plan members and also meet quality standards. Care 

under an HMO plan is covered only if employees see a 
provider within that HMO’s network.

HMO

HEALTH
MAINTENANCE
ORGANIZATION

PPO HDHP
/SO

POS

This is a plan with a higher deductible than a 
traditional insurance plan. The monthly premium is 
usually lower, but employees pay more healthcare 
costs before the insurance company starts to pay 

its share. An HDHP can be combined with an HSA or 
HRA, allowing employees to pay for certain medical 

expenses with money free from federal taxes.

HIGH DEDUCTIBLE 
HEALTH PLAN

WITH A SAVINGS OPTION

POS plans combine elements of both HMO and PPO 
plans. Like an HMO plan, employees may be required 
to designate a primary care physician who will then 
make referrals to network specialists when needed. 

Like a PPO plan, employees may receive care from non-
network providers but with greater out-of-pocket costs. 
Employees may also be responsible for co-payments, 

coinsurance and an annual deductible.

POINT OF 
SERVICE

PLAN

PPOs contract with medical providers, such as 
hospitals and doctors, to create a network of 

participating providers. Employees pay less if they 
use providers that belong to the plan’s network. They 
can use doctors, hospitals, and providers outside of 
the network for an additional cost. PPO plans allow 
employees to visit whatever in-network physician or 

healthcare provider they wish without first requiring a 
referral from a primary care physician.

PREFERRED
PROVIDER

ORGANIZATION

Nationally, Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) plans continue to be the most popular healthcare insurance 
offering, with 85% of employers including a PPO option. Recently, employers have opted to replace traditional 
health plans or offer as an additional choice to employees high-deductible health plans (HDHPs), either linked or 
unlinked with a health saving account (HSA) or health reimbursement arrangement (HRA). This is likely because 
organizations want to better manage healthcare premium costs and shift some of the financial responsibility to 
the employee.1

1 2019 SHRM Employee Benefits Healthcare and Health Services Survey

TYPES OF PLANS OFFERED
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Type Type Type

HMO 0% 0 HMO 0.0% 0 HMO

Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) based plan0% Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) based plan0.0% Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) based plan

Health Savings Account (HSA) eligible plan0% Health Savings Account (HSA) eligible plan0.0% Health Savings Account (HSA) eligible plan

High Deductible plan combining both a HRA and HSA component 37% 16 High Deductible plan combining both a HRA and HSA component 50.9% 28 High Deductible plan combining both a HRA and HSA component 

Point of Service POS- (PPO/HMO Hybrid)2% 1 Point of Service POS- (PPO/HMO Hybrid)1.8% 1 Point of Service POS- (PPO/HMO Hybrid)

PPO - Traditional Insurance Plan60% 26 PPO - Traditional Insurance Plan47.3% 26 PPO - Traditional Insurance Plan

Total 1 Total 1 Total

HMO HDHP/SO POS PPO

2017 0% 37% 2% 60%

2018 0% 51% 2% 47%

2020 0% 37% 6% 55%

2019 Kaiser Data 19% 30% 7% 44%

2017 2018 2020

37%

2%

60%

51%

2%

47%

37%

6%

55%

19%

30%

7%

44%
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10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

HMO HDHP/SO POS PPO

Health Plans Offered

Type Type Type

HMO 2% 1 HMO 1.8% 1 HMO

Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) based plan0% Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) based plan0.0% Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) based plan

Health Savings Account (HSA) eligible plan0% Health Savings Account (HSA) eligible plan0.0% Health Savings Account (HSA) eligible plan

High Deductible plan combining both a HRA and HSA component 64% 28 High Deductible plan combining both a HRA and HSA component 75.0% 42 High Deductible plan combining both a HRA and HSA component 

Point of Service POS- (PPO/HMO Hybrid)5% 2 Point of Service POS- (PPO/HMO Hybrid)5.4% 3 Point of Service POS- (PPO/HMO Hybrid)

PPO - Traditional Insurance Plan84% 37 PPO - Traditional Insurance Plan71.4% 40 PPO - Traditional Insurance Plan

HMO HDHP/SO POS PPO

2017 2% 64% 5% 84%

2018 2% 75% 5% 71%

2020 0% 61% 4% 73%

2019 Kaiser Data 26% 28% 23% 49%

2017 2018 2020

2%

64%

5%

84%

2%

75%

5%

71%

61%

4%

73%

26%
28%

23%

49%
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HMO HDHP/SO POS PPO

Plans with Highest Participation
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2017 2018 Nationally12020

2017 2018 Nationally12020

1 Kaiser/HRET Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Benefits, 2019
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Survey Respondents Southern Region Nationally

Employee Monthly Premium Contribution

Single Family

Western KY 87$                           509$                         

South Region 104$                         552$                         

Nationally 104$                         501$                         

Employee Monthly Premium Contribution

$87 

$509 

$104 

$552 

$104 

$501 

 $-

 $100

 $200

 $300

 $400

 $500

 $600

Single Family

The average worker contributions for single and family coverage have 
increased over the last five years (15% and 25%, respectively) and 
over the last 10 years (59% and 71%, respectively).
Kaiser/HRET Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Benefits, 2019

HEALTH PLAN ANALYSIS
CONTRIBUTION & COST SHARING

Source: Kaiser/HRET Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Benefits, 2019
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How many employees are currently enrolled in your health plan(s)?
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What are the primary drivers 
of your health plan cost?

77%
of large U.S. employers 

cited high-cost claimants 
as one of the top drivers 
of rising healthcare costs 
with 39% adopting a more 

focused strategy.1
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Absorbed the costs
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Absorbed the cost 
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Measures Implemented Regarding 
Health Plan Cost Increase

Shifted cost to employees 
through increased 

deductibles/plan changes

Shifted cost to employees 
through increased premiums

Looked at alternative
carrier offerings 2

Reduced other 
benefit offerings

For example: Diabetes
High Blood Pressure

High Cholesterol

BENCHMARKING SURVEY
2 0 1 7

W E S T E R N  K E N T U C K Y  E M P L O Y E E  B E N E F I T S

HEALTH PLAN ANALYSIS

1 SHRM.org: Managing High-Cost Claimants is Employers’ Top Health Savings Strategy
2 This could include reference-based pricing, captives, or level or self-funded model.
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MEDICAL DEDUCTIBLES
MEDICAL PLAN ANALYSIS

What is your medical deductible?

Source: National Data Source: Kaiser/HRET Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Benefits, 2019

National PPO Average for Single Coverage: $1,206  |  National HDHP Average for Single Coverage: $2,486

National PPO Average for Family Coverage: $2,883  |  National HDHP Average for Family Coverage: $4,779
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Nat’l Avg:
$1,655

Nat’l Avg:
$3,728

HDHP enrollees were more likely to report that they delayed health care 
in the past year because of cost. One-third of HDHP enrollees reported 
delaying care, whereas 18 percent of traditional plan enrollees delayed 
care because of costs.
Consumer Engagement in Healthcare Survey, Employee Benefit Research Institute, 2018
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WELLNESS PROGRAM
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Does your 
company have a 

wellness program? 50%
of employers who 
do not currently 
offer a wellness 
program would 
be interested in 
one to improve 
employee health.

44%
of employers who 
do not currently 
offer a wellness 
program would be 
interested in one 
to reduce their 
healthcare costs.

SHIFTING TO HOLISTIC WELL-BEING

61% of employees agree that they have made healthier lifestyle choices 
because of their company’s wellness program.
Forbes, 10 Timely Statistics About The Connection Between Employee Engagement & Wellness, January 2019
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Supporting Employees 
by Embracing a Model 
of Holistic Well-Being
The traditional approach to employee well-being primarily focuses on supporting 
employees’ physical health with medical coverage, and to some extent, financial health 
through retirement benefits.  Additionally, benefits packages and HR programs are 
often designed reactively, fixing one problem at a time but failing to make a broader 
impact on employees or their organizations.

The reason this approach has a limited impact is because it fails to account for broader 
aspects of well-being, including mental, social, financial and physical health.

These elements are interconnected and work together to support employee well-being. 
With this in mind, a model of holistic well-being can help employers shape programs 
and benefit plans that address all aspects of employees’ well-being.

FINANCIAL HEALTH
State of personal 

and family financial 
security

SOCIAL HEALTH
Ability to form 

satisfying 
interpersonal 

relationships with 
others

PHYSICAL HEALTH
Level of illness, injury 
and general lifestyle

MENTAL HEALTH
Condition of 

psychological and 
emotional well-being

MetLife Employee Benefits Trends Study, 2020
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Full-time employees receive how many PTO/vacation days?

Nat’l Avg:
17 days

Nat’l Avg:
8 days

Nat’l Avg:
10 days

Nat’l Avg:
15 days

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, June 2018

62% of employers provide employees a paid time-off (PTO) 
bank that combines both vacation and sick time.
SHRM 2019 Employee Benefits Report

PAID TIME-OFF & VACATION
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Innovative employers must 
thoughtfully seek ways to save 
on healthcare costs.

Rising healthcare costs are making it 
more challenging to give employees 
the same benefit coverage for the 
same price. Many employers are 
offering a wide range of benefits, both 
employer- and employee-paid, so 
employees have the ability to design 
coverage plans that are personalized 
to their individual needs and that can 
be changed as their needs evolve. 

For a financially-strapped workforce, 
employers recognize they cannot 
continue to look only at the cost of 
benefits, but also at the out-of-pocket 
cost for their employees. Research 
shows that the popularity of high-
deductible plans is decreasing, and 
employers hesitate at continuing to 
raise employee deductibles. Savvy 
employers are looking to alternative 
benefits and cost reduction strategies 
such as direct primary care, reference-
based pricing, and Rx advocacy 
and savings programs to lessen the 
financial burden on employees.

Thriving, happy employees are better 
employees and are more engaged in 
their work. 

When it comes to understanding and 
properly utilizing the benefits employers 
provide, communications is key. After 
tireless work goes into building a 
comprehensive benefits package, if 
employees don’t understand the role 
those benefits can play in their lives, 
they won’t appreciate their full impact. 

Employers should aim to engage 
employees as if they were customers 
by altering the way benefits are 
communicated. Instead of focusing 
on individual insurance products, 
employers must meet employees where 
they are and provide a concierge service. 

Increasingly, employers will offer 
advocacy services within their benefits 
programs to help their employees 
navigate the complexities of insurance 
and the healthcare system. In doing 
so, employers guide their people on a 
successful healthcare journey and will 
reap the rewards of an appreciative, and 
less stressed workforce.

Supporting employee well-being will be 
crucial for recovery and preparing for the 
“new normal.”

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to 
fundamentally change our workplaces and 
work-life experiences, employers will need 
to take a more comprehensive approach to 
manage the well-being of their employees. 
Employee benefits programs will evolve to 
more holistically support needs not only 
for healthcare, but also for addressing 
mental, financial and social factors.

The ideal employee benefits plan should 
support all of these interconnected 
elements of well-being. The right mix 
of traditional, voluntary and emerging 
benefits and programs can help mitigate 
employees’ stress and support them when 
they need it most.

This support will not only increase the 
well-being of our employees, but also will 
help our businesses recover by improving 
productivity and engagement and reducing 
stress and burnout. Our risk advisors 
encourage employers to be a source of 
strength and support and to protect their 
most important asset: their people.

2020 WRAP UP
WESTERN KENTUCKY EMPLOYEE BENEFITS BENCHMARKING

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM THE PEEL & HOLLAND TEAM
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Let’s talk about doing your employee benefits better than ever before.
800.599.8621 | peelholland.com

Are you headed in the right direction?
Any licensed agent can sell you health insurance. With Peel & Holland, you’ll get more — lots more. You need an 
advisor you can trust and a program that doesn’t cause headaches. We offer advisory services that come in many 
forms – all with the goal of delivering a holistic approach to developing and maintaining your employee benefits plan.

Helping you offer great employee benefits

With a clear understanding of where you are today, and where you want to go, the Peel & Holland team will guide 
your employee benefits program toward improved outcomes. Together, we will head down a path toward offering 
competitive benefits, managing costs, and boosting employee morale.

HEALTH DATA ANALYTICS
Have you looked at the data behind your 
program’s performance?

CARE TRANSPARENCY
Do your employees have clarity regarding 
their insurance costs and know where to get 
the best treatment?

HR TECHNOLOGY
Do you have the right tools in place to 
manage and report with confidence?

PLAN FUNDING OPTIONS
Have you explored the option of self-funded 
or level-funded plans?

COMPLIANCE
Are your plans audited for vulnerability and 
completely compliant with state and federal 
regulations?

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Are employees utilizing their benefits and 
aware of the cost and effort to provide them?



800.599.8621 | peelholland.com

BUSINESS 
Companies & 
Organizations

BENEFITS 
Employees &  
Their Dependents

FAMILY 
Individuals & 
Families

PUBLIC ENTITY 
Government,  
Schools & Utilities

PRIMARY 3C


